The propellant depots envisioned for this infrastructure are based on ISS heritage hardware. Figure 3 illustrates a
conceptual layout for the LEO Depot. It is similar in size to the ISS when it was under construction and had only one
set of solar arrays in place. The ISS orbits the Earth at a ~400 km altitude and a 51.6-degree inclination. The LEO
Depot is envisioned to orbit the Earth under the ISS at a ~350 km altitude and a ~28.5-degree inclination. An
approximate mass for the LEO Depot was estimated based on ISS hardware at ~43.5 mt. This infrastructure element
is established in four launches, which includes: the depot truss section with attachments, the depot pressurized Node
module, an RUS, and a CTV. An additional CRV crew mission can be included if human assembly operations are
needed as done for the ISS. The truss section is designed to handle all power and propellant requirements such that a
variety of vehicles can dock to the truss for propellant transfer. The pressurized Node element is designed to handle
transfers between all crew vehicles and to support servicing utilizing an airlock for extra-vehicular activity (EVA)
and/or a pressurized human Free-Flyer vehicle. Each end of the platform is expandable by adding a truss section for
additional power and propellant transfer capabilities at one end, and additional pressurized modules added to the
Node at the other end.
The RUS has a dry-mass of ~4,300 kg and can hold ~32 mt of propellant. It is equipped with a docking adapter
for propellant transfer and a structural truss adapter for attachment to the aft end of the CTV. Future RUS missions
from the L1 Depot indicate that variations of the RUS could use structural truss adapters at both ends for multiple
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flights from a variety of vehicles with the largest capacity being ~22 mt delivered by the Delta IV Heavy and
perhaps larger propellant loads by a future Falcon Heavy. This flexibility in propellant delivery means propellants
can be taken out of the critical path for vehicle sizing of each mission. Propellant can be collected on-orbit by
contract from several sources, moving the largest part of the mission mass, the propellants and launch systems, into
a competitive bid environment. This should have great potential for lowering overall mission cost and should help
promote the commercial development of reusable launch systems for propellant delivery and other services.
The initial vehicles described here for propellant delivery include at least one reusable ~32 mt storage tanker
with an active cooling system that stays at the depot with the remaining tankers being expendable. The long-term
storage tanker(s) would be designed for cryogenic liquid oxygen (LOX), cryogenic liquid hydrogen (LH2), and a
variety of storable propellants. In general, all the expendable tankers are used only once for propellant transfer to
the LEO Depot. Once the expendable propellant tankers transfer their propellant to the reusable long-term storage
tanker they are then disposed of by a reentry maneuver to burn up the tanker in the atmosphere. A long-term goal for
this propellant delivery service is to transition to a reusable launch system, as mentioned above, that includes built-in
reusable propellant tanks.
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Figure 12. Asteroid Missions. The launch requirements for the asteroid missions analyzed varied from 6 to 15
launches per mission including propellant and crew. In some scenarios all elements are reusable and in others only
the CTV and DSH are reusable.

Figure 13. Asteroid Missions. Asteroid mission vehicle requirements can vary from mission to mission. In these
examples it can be seen that the simplest mission requires only a CTV and DSH, whereas the most difficult example
requires the CTV, DSH, and 3 attached RUS vehicles.

Figure 13 provides a graphic representation of the 2009 HC mission and three others analyzed utilizing the L1
Depot infrastructure. The simplest mission was to Asteroid 2000 SG244, which required the CTV and DSH with no
attached RUS vehicles. Only five propellant launches and one crew launch were required for a total of six launches.
The most difficult mission analyzed was to Asteroid 2001 QJ142, which required three attached RUS vehicles. This
mission required at least fourteen propellant launches, and one crew launch, for a total of fifteen launches. Note that
in each case all the in-space elements are designed for reusability. Also, the CTV flight from LEO to L1 and back is
the same as in previously described missions using the reference profile provided in Appendix A-2.
Figures 1 and 13 provide a schematic of the orbital paths envisioned for all these missions. They do not represent
actual trajectories, but there are some important notional features. In most cases, any transfer to and from the L1
Depot includes a flight path around the Earth and Moon using powered gravity assist as needed to help decrease the
total delta-V required. For example; the transfer from the LEO Depot to the L1 Depot uses a trajectory from LEO
around the Moon and back to L1; the asteroid and Mars missions from the L1 Depot would likely include a
trajectory from L1 around the Moon and the Earth out to their destinations; and the return trajectories would likely
be reversed with each coming in around the Earth and the Moon and then back to the L1 Depot. Many of the Figures
provide operations times in days which took these trajectories into consideration and were thus helpful in sizing the
crew systems for the various vehicle configurations.

C. Mars Infrastructure
Mars missions operate out of the L1 Depot using the CTV, DSH, and RUS for crew and payload delivery to a
Mars Orbital Depot (MOD). The MOD is placed in a 24-hour polar orbit to support all missions to the surface of
Mars for both crew and cargo delivery with a system designed to eventually draw on Mars surface resources for
propellant production. The intent is to eventually build up the same type of highly reusable in-space systems at Mars
as described within the Earth-Moon system using the LEO and L1 depots.
Cargo launches from the L1 Depot to the MOD are not as difficult as some of the Asteroid missions and can vary
in size depending on the payload requirements. Figure 14 provides a graphic representation of the initial MOD
delivery to Mars orbit, and Appendix A-6 provides a reference profile for a cargo transfer from the L1 Depot to
Mars orbit for a ~47 mt MOD payload. Figure 14 illustrates one example of how the MOD might be put in place. It
uses two payload launches to the LEO Depot of ~20 mt each to deliver a ~40 mt depot to orbit similar in design to
the LEO and L1 depots. Three additional propellant flights are used to supply 2 RUS vehicles to boost the payloads
up to the L1 Depot. Note that neither of the RUS vehicles have an aerocapture system so their performance
capability is little higher than the ~33.5 mt capability described in Appendix A-4. Options for reuse of these RUS
vehicles includes refueling them at L1 for utilization in other missions beyond L1 or returning them to the LEO
Depot using propulsive capture in lieu of aerocapture into LEO. At L1 the entire Mars Cargo vehicle is assembled
including the MOD payload and 2 RUS vehicles. Six propellant launches directly to the L1 Depot are required to
supply the two RUS vehicles. One RUS is used for Trans-Mars Injection (TMI) and a second RUS is used for
propulsive capture to deliver the MOD payload into Mars orbit. Total launch requirements included 11 propellant
launches, 2 payload launches, and 1 crew launch for a total of 14 launches to deliver the MOD payload through the
LEO and L1 depots to Mars orbit. The crew flight is included under the assumption that their assistance will be
required to assemble the payloads at the LEO Depot for transfer to L1 and then assist with final assembly of the
Mars Cargo vehicle at the L1 Depot for its flight to Mars orbit. Similar analysis and reference profiles were
generated for delivery of Trans-Earth Injection (TEI) stages, Mars Landers, propellants for reusable Landers,
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Figure 3. LEO Depot. A LEO Depot is shown based on ISS heritage hardware consisting of a truss section with
docking ports, solar arrays, radiators, sunshield protecting a propellant storage tank, and a pressurized node
11 and a Crew Return
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